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Abstract
Objective: Recommended as a ‘universal precaution’ for improving provider–patient
communication, teach-back has a limited evidence base. Discharge from the emergency
department (ED) to home is an important high-risk transition of care with potential for
miscommunication of critical information. We examined whether teach-back improves:
comprehension and perceived comprehension of discharge instructions and satisfaction
among patients with limited health literacy (LHL) in the ED.
Methods: We performed a randomized, controlled study among adult patients with LHL, to
teach-back or standard discharge instructions. Patients completed an audio-recorded
structured interview evaluating comprehension and perceived comprehension of (1)
diagnosis, (2) ED course, (3) post-ED care, and (4) reasons to return and satisfaction using
four Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems questions. Concordance
with the medical record was rated using a five-level scale. We analyzed differences between
groups using multivariable ordinal logistic regression.
Results: Patients randomized to receive teach-back had higher comprehension of post-ED
care areas: post-ED medication (P < 0.02), self-care (P < 0.03), and follow-up instructions (P
< 0.0001), but no change in patient satisfaction or perceived comprehension.
Conclusion: Teach-back appears to improve comprehension of post-ED care instructions but
not satis- faction or perceived comprehension. Our data from a randomized, controlled study
support the effectiveness of teach-back in a busy clinical setting. Further research is needed to
test the utility and feasibility of teach-back for routine use including its impacts on distal
outcomes.
Keywords: Emergency department, Health literacy, Intervention studies, Physician–patient
relations, Teach-back communication
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Introduction
Health literacy is ‘the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and
understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health
decisions.’1 Limited health literacy (LHL) is widely recognized as a major determinant of
health outcomes, affecting nearly half of American adults and estimated by the Institute of
Medicine (IOM) to cost $73 billion annually.2 Poor health literacy is said to be ‘a stronger
predictor of a person’s health than age, income, employment status, education level, and
race’.3–6 LHL is associated with lower health status, less knowledge about chronic
disease self-management, lower rates of medication adherence, and higher rates of acute
health care utilization in patients with chronic diseases.1,4,7–9 The mechanisms by which LHL
affects health are complicated and multifactorial10; communication characteristics of the
health care system can contribute to poor health outcomes.
The IOM recently identified high-risk situations, such as transitions of care, as contexts in
which to improve provider–patient communication and assure that patients fully understand
information.11 Discharge from the emergency department (ED) to home is recognized as a
high-risk transition of care with potential for miscommunication of important information.11–
18
This is of growing importance as the ED plays an increasing role as a critical access point
into the health care system.19,20 ED visits increased by 30% in the past decade, and EDs now
provide nearly one third of all acute care visits in the USA, and more acute care for the
uninsured than all other settings combined, particularly for minority groups.21,22 ED-based
studies demonstrate that patients have a limited recall of discharge information.23,24 Though
compliance with instructions is associated with comprehension,25 this is infrequently assessed
at discharge.26 Further, patients may not recognize when they have limited
understanding.27,28–30 The prevalence of LHL may be higher in the ED than in the general
population, with estimates ranging from 10.5 to 88%, depending on the type and location of
the ED and the screening instrument used.28–31
Many major health care organizations have made health literacy a priority in policy and
research agendas.32–35 Despite increasing attention,5,36–38 few studies have described
successful communication interventions to improve comprehension and/or patient outcomes,
with none we are aware of in the ED setting.9 Though providers generally believe in the
effectiveness of commonly recommended techniques to improve communication with
patients, many report not using them.39,40 Effective and feasible interventions to improve
provider–patient communication at high-risk transitions of care are greatly needed.11,41
The teach-back technique, whereby a patient is prompted to ‘teach-back’ to a provider the
information conveyed and receive clarifying feedback, is an often-recommended intervention
to improve and confirm comprehension.42–44 The teach-back approach has a basis in cognitive
psychology experiments showing that repeating short sequences of information helps to
improve recall of information.45–47 However, though this technique is recommended as a
‘universal precaution’ by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and the
National Quality Forum,42,48 there are few studies evaluating the effectiveness or feasibility
of teach-back,49,50 and prior to this study there have been no randomized controlled studies
assessing teach-back effects. Furthermore, we are not aware of any studies examining teachback in the ED setting. An examination of teach-back in the ED setting is therefore important
because a successful intervention might have significant benefits for a sizeable population of
ED patients to improve comprehension, which could translate into improved outcomes. The
primary objective of this research was to evaluate the efficacy of teach- back in improving
comprehension at the time of dis- charge among LHL patients in the ED setting.
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Methods
Study design
We conducted a randomized controlled study of teach-back vs. standard discharge
instructions and report on this using the CONSORT guidelines.51 This study was approved by
the Washington University institutional review board (IRB).
Study setting and participants
We performed this study in an urban academic ED and level 1 trauma center with over
95,000 annual visits. The hospital is located in the city of St. Louis, MO, USA, which
was designated by a 2003 report as a ‘hot spot’ for low health literacy.52 All orders and
documentation were entered in the ED electronic medical record (EMR; Allscripts
HealthMatics), which includes a computerized ED tracking board and physician order entry.
All patients aged 18 and older being discharged from the ED were eligible for participation.
We approached patients for enrollment in the ED between 27 June 2012 and 15 August 2012
between the hours of 6 a.m. and 12 a.m. using convenience sampling. Based on our prior
study evaluating feasibility and diagnostic accuracy of various instruments in the ED, we
chose the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine-Revised (REALM-R), a validated
and widely used measure of health literacy, to identify patients for this study.28,36 Consenting
patients scoring six or less on the REALM-R (consistent with LHL) were eligible for
enrollment. Exclusion criteria also included aphasia, non-English speaking, mental handicap,
psychiatric chief complaint, too high illness acuity as determined by the treating physician,
insurmountable communication barrier, evaluations for sexual assault, and clinical
intoxication.
Study protocol
Medical student research assistants (RAs) completed training on health literacy, on
approaching and enrolling patients, administering the REALM-R, the teach-back technique,
audio-recording interviews, and data collection, with observed mock and initial interviews.
Nursing staff also underwent basic training in teach-back, including a group education
session on the concepts of teach-back with provision of reference materials, and
demonstration sessions between the nurses and a Clinical Nurse Specialist (JW).
After screening with the REALM-R, consenting and eligible participants were asked for
demo- graphic information. Patients were randomized based upon an odd or even last digit in
their medical record number to either the teach-back or the standard discharge instructions
group. Checking a box in the EMR launched an icon on the ED tracking board informing the
nurse that the RA would attend the discharge. When the treating physician began
documenting discharge instructions, this launched a page to the RA, providing approximately
10 minutes of advanced notice prior to discharge. The RA informed the nurse whether the
patient would be receiving teach-back or standard discharge instructions. For teach-back
patients, the nurse would provide discharge instructions with the RA present, then the patient
was asked by the RA to repeat back their understanding in their own words, related to the
specific domains of interest, with the nurse correcting and misunderstandings. Discharge
instructions and post-discharge interviews were audio-recorded for teach-back patients.
Following discharge, patients participated in structured interviews, which consisted of four
questions related to patient satisfaction with aspects of their ED care and instructions and sets
of questions assessing comprehension and perceived comprehension of four domains:
diagnosis, ED care, post- ED care, and return instructions. Perceived comprehension
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questions asked patients to indicate their comprehension (poor, fair, good, very good,
excellent) and attempted to evaluate the degree of difficulty in comprehending (not at all, a
little, moderately, quite a bit, extremely). All data were entered into laptop computers and
then uploaded to a secure server. Audio-recordings were captured by a microphone on the
laptop computers and were loaded into a database. The RAs read aloud all questions, which
were also displayed on the laptop screen for the patient to view. RAs performed all data entry
other than for responses to satisfaction questions. Satisfaction questions were printed on a
laminated card so they could be read aloud with the computer touchscreen rotated to face the
patient to allow patients to make their selections with RAs blinded to their responses. The
order in which the outcome measures were assessed was rotated over the course of the study
period so as to limit any order bias.
Outcome measures
The study’s primary outcome measures were comprehension and perceived comprehension of
discharge instructions. Evaluations of comprehension followed the methodology of Engel et
al.27 Perceived comprehension was evaluated using questions directed at understanding of
and difficulty with each domain. To determine comprehension, two senior emergency
medicine residents (MG and YK) reviewed audio-recorded responses and information
available in the medical record to assess the level of concordance between these two sources.
Concordance was ranked on a five-level scale: no concordance, minimal concordance, partial
concordance, near concordance, and complete concordance. We performed dual review of 25
cases with inter-rater reliability ranging from k = 0.44 to 0.79 across the domains. The study’s
secondary outcome was patient satisfaction, which was evaluated using four items derived
from the AHRQ’s validated Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems
questionnaires.
Questions included (1) whether the medical team explained things in a way that was easy to
under- stand, (2) whether the medical team spent enough time with the patient, (3)
satisfaction with the quality of the discharge instructions provided, and (4) whether the
patient would recommend this ED to friends and family. All questions had three-level
responses.
Data Analysis
Analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.4 (SAS, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). We estimated
our target enrollment of 250 based upon detecting a difference between groups in the
proportion with complete vs. other concordance level (Figure 1). Using a value for the control
group based on the Engel paper,27 (62% concordant), and with 80% power and an alpha-value
of 0.05 to detect a 10% difference in concordance between groups, we needed 100 patients in
each group. We included an additional 25 per arm to account for those not completing the
protocol, having inaudible recordings, etc.
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Figure 1 - Study enrollment and randomization diagram.
We examined differences in demographics between randomized groups using chi-squared
tests. Bivariate associations between study group (teach-back vs. standard discharge) and
study out- comes (i.e. comprehension, perceived comprehension, and satisfaction) were
assessed using Mantel-Hanzel chi-squared tests. Multivariable ordinal logistic regression
models were then built to examine the effects of study group on each outcome variable,
adjusting for race. Data were analyzed with patients grouped as randomized consistent with
an intention to treat analysis. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using the kappa-statistic.
Statistical significance was assessed as P < 0.05.
Results
We approached 835 patients, of whom 408 were eligible to participate and consented (Fig. 1),
with 212 (51.9%) randomized to teach-back and 196 to standard discharge instructions. Twohundred and fifty-four (127 in each group) completed the protocol, comprising the analytic
sample and completing our enrollment target. Randomization was largely successful with no
differences observed in age, gender, or educational attainment. However there was a
difference in the allocation of race between groups in the analytic sample (Table 1) and we
therefore controlled for race in multivariable analyses.
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Table 1 - Characteristics of patients by randomized study group in the analytic sample (n = 254).

Overall
Race
White/other
Black
Gender
Male
Female
Education
Less than high school
High school diploma
Some college or higher
Age

Teach-back
(n = 127)

Standard
discharge (n = 127)

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

31 (12.2)
223 (87.8)

9 (7.1)
118 (92.9)

22 (17.3)
105 (82.7)

103 (40.6)
151 (59.5)

52 (40.9)
75 (59.1)

51 (40.2)
76 (59.8)

94 (37.0)
111 (43.7)
49 (19.3)

50 (39.4)
50 (39.4)
27 (21.3)
Mean (SD)
34.7 (12.8)

44 (34.7)
61 (48.0)
22 (17.3)
Mean (SD)
36.0 (13.2)

35.4 (13.0)

X2

P value
6.21

0.01

0.02

0.90

1.98

0.37

Mean (SD)
− 0.82

t
0.42

Table 2 Bivariate associations between study group and comprehension.

Outcome

Overall n (%)

Diagnosis, n = 220
No
4 (1.8)
Minimal
6 (2.7)
Partial
37 (16.8)
Near
61 (27.7)
Complete
112 (50.9)
Testing in ED, n = 219
No
5 (2.3)
Minimal
8 (3.7)
Partial
26 (11.9)
Near
50 (22.8)
Complete
130 (59.4)
Treatment in ED, n = 217
No
6 (2.8)
Minimal
12 (5.5)
Partial
28 (12.9)
Near
47 (21.7)
Complete
124 (57.1)
Post-ED medications, n = 219
No
6 (2.7)
Minimal
7 (3.2)
Partial
29 (13.2)
Near
53 (24.2)
Complete
124 (56.6)
Post-ED self-care, n = 206
No
6 (2.9)
Minimal
10 (4.9)
Partial
33 (16.0)
Near
44 (21.4)
Complete
113 (54.9)
Post-ED follow-up, n = 221
No
12 (5.4)
Minimal
10 (4.5)
Partial
33 (14.9)
Near
45 (20.4)
Complete
121 (54.8)
Return instructions, n = 213
No
13 (6.1)

Standard
discharge n (%)

Teach-back
n (%)

2 (1.8)
4 (3.6)
22 (19.6)
31 (27.7)
53 (47.3)

2 (1.9)
2 (1.9)
15 (13.9)
30 (27.8)
59 (54.6)

2 (1.8)
6 (5.4)
9 (8.0)
30 (26.8)
65 (58.0)

3 (2.8)
2 (1.9)
17 (15.9)
20 (18.7)
65 (60.8)

2 (1.8)
7 (6.4)
17 (15.5)
27 (24.6)
57 (51.8)

4 (3.7)
5 (4.7)
11 (10.3)
20 (18.7)
67 (62.6)

3 (2.7)
4 (3.6)
19 (17.0)
32 (28.6)
54 (48.2)

3 (2.8)
3 (2.8)
10 (9.4)
21 (19.6)
70 (65.4)

5 (4.7)
5 (4.7)
22 (20.8)
23 (21.7)
51 (48.1)

1 (1.0)
5 (5.0)
11 (11.0)
21 (21.0)
62 (62.0)

8 (7.1)
7 (6.2)
26 (23.0)
27 (23.9)
45 (39.8)

4 (3.7)
3 (2.8)
7 (6.5)
18 (16.7)
76 (70.4)

9 (8.2)

4 (3.9)

Mantel-Hanzel χ2

P-value

1.62

0.20

0.009

0.93

0.90

0.34

3.71

0.054

5.34

0.02

16.75

< 0.0001

0.62

0.43
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Minimal
Partial
Near
Complete

13 (6.1)
36 (16.9)
76 (35.7)
75 (35.2)

2 (1.8)
24 (21.8)
40 (36.4)
35 (31.8)

11 (10.7)
12 (11.7)
36 (35.0)
40 (38.8)

Table 3 Bivariate associations between study group and perceived comprehension.

Outcome

Outcome

Outcome

Understanding of diagnosis, n = 245
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Very good
Very good
Very good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Difficulty with diagnosis, n = 245
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Moderately
Moderately
Moderately
Little
Little
Little
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Understanding of care by ED, n = 244
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Very good
Very good
Very good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Difficulty with care by ED, n = 243
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Moderately
Moderately
Moderately
Little
Little
Little
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Understanding of self-care, n = 243
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Very good
Very good
Very good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Difficulty with self-care, n = 243
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Quite a bit
Moderately
Moderately
Moderately
Little
Little
Little
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Understanding of return instructions, n = 243
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Very good
Very good
Very good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Difficulty with return instructions, n = 242
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Difficulty
with return
instructions,
n =Quite
242 a bit
Quite a bit
Quite
a bit
Moderately
Moderately
Moderately
Little
Little
Little
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all

Outcome
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
Excellent
Extremely
Quite a bit
Moderately
Little
Not at all
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
Excellent
Extremely
Quite a bit
Moderately
Little
Not at all
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
Excellent
Extremely
Quite a bit
Moderately
Little
Not at all
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
Excellent
Extremely
Quite a bit
Moderatel
y
Little
Not at all

Outcome

Outcome
0.15

0.70

1.07

0.30

0.03

0.87

0.27

0.61

1.74

0.19

0.26

0.61

0.09

0.77

Extremely
0.008
Quite a bit
Moderately
Little
Not at all

Extremely
0.93a bit
Quite
Moderately
Little
Not at all
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In bivariate analysis, we observed a significant difference by study group in comprehension of
two areas within the post-ED care domain, post- ED self-care (P < 0.02), and post-ED follow-up
(P < 0.0001), and a marginal difference for post-ED medications (P = 0.054), with higher
comprehension in the teach-back group (Table 2). We found no differences in perceived
comprehension between the teach-back group vs. those receiving standard discharge instructions
(Table 3) and no differences in patient satisfaction between these groups (Table 4).
Table 4: Bivariate associations between study group and patient satisfaction
Outcome

Easy to understand instructions, N=241
No
Yes, somewhat
Yes, definitely
Recommend ED, N=238
Definitely no
Probably no
Probably yes
Definitely yes
Enough time with patient, N=219
No
Yes, somewhat
Yes, definitely
Satisfied with quality of instructions,
N=217
Very dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Very satisfied

Overall

Teach-back

N (%)

Standard
discharge
N (%)

3 (1.2)
41 (17.0)
197 (81.7)

0 (0.0)
20 (16.4)
102 (83.6)

3 (2.5)
21 (17.7)
95 (79.8)

12 (5.0)
15 (6.3)
65 (27.3)
146 (61.3)

6 (5.0)
7 (5.8)
33 (27.5)
74 (61.7)

6 (5.1)
8 (6.8)
32 (27.1)
72 (61.0)

19 (8.7)
51 (23.3)
149 (68.0)

9 (8.0)
22 (19.6)
81 (72.3)

10 (9.4)
29 (27.1)
68 (63.6)

1 (0.5)
4 (1.8)
1 (0.5)
27 (12.4)
184 (84.8)

0 (0.0)
3 (2.7)
1 (0.9)
11 (10.0)
95 (86.4)

N (%)

MantelHanzel
χ2
1.31

P-value

0.03

0.87

1.33

0.25

0.04

0.85

0.25

1 (0.9)
1 (0.9)
0 (0.0)
16 (15.0)
89 (83.2)

In the multivariable ordinal logistic regression models, we found no significant differences
between teach-back and standard discharge for perceived comprehension or patient satisfaction
(Table 5). However, controlling for race, patients who received teach-back had significantly
higher comprehension in three items comprising the post- ED care domain compared with those
patients who received standard discharge: post-ED medications (OR: 1.84; 95% CI: 1.09–3.12),
post-ED self-care (OR: 1.83; 95% CI: 1.07–3.13), and post-ED follow-up instructions (OR:
3.61; 2.09–6.22).
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Table 5 Effect of teach-back compared with standard discharge on study outcomes in multivariable ordinal
logistic regression models.

Outcomes
Comprehension
Diagnosis
Testing in ED
Treatments in ED
Post-ED medications
Post-ED self-care
Post-ED follow-up
Return instructions
Perceived comprehension
Understanding of diagnosis
Difficulty with diagnosis
Understanding of ED care
Difficulty with ED care
Understanding of self-care
Difficulty with self-care
Understanding of return instructions
Difficulty with return instructions
Patient satisfaction
Satisfied with instructions
Recommend ED
Satisfied with ED time
Satisfied with discharge instructions

n

Odds ratio* (95% CI)

P-value

220
219
217
219
206
221
213

1.35 (0.81–2.25)
1.01 (0.60–1.72)
1.60 (0.94–2.73)
1.84 (1.09–3.12)
1.83 (1.07–3.13)
3.61 (2.09–6.22)
1.26 (0.76–2.07)

0.25
0.96
0.08
0.02
0.03
< 0.0001
0.37

245
245
244
243
243
243
243
242

0.99 (0.62–1.58)
0.68 (0.40–1.17)
1.13 (0.71–1.81)
0.78 (0.41–1.47)
1.43 (0.88–2.33)
1.18 (0.56–2.50)
1.15 (0.71–1.84)
0.91 (0.47–1.74)

0.97
0.17
0.61
0.44
0.15
0.67
0.57
0.76

0.73 (0.38–1.42)
0.94 (0.56–1.57)
0.68 (0.39–1.21)
0.78 (0.37–1.65)

0.35

241

238
219
217

*Controlling for race.

Discussion
Over the past two decades there has been increasing recognition of the role of health literacy in
patient outcomes. In the ED, the main context in which this has been long recognized is in the
transition of care from the ED to home for patients being dis- charged.54,55 Discharge from the
ED is but one example of the high-risk context of transitions of care in medicine, which are a
focus of the recent IOM report regarding attributes of health literate organizations.11 Despite this
focus and the importance of transitions of care, however, few interventions have been shown to
improve patient comprehension and downstream outcomes following ED discharge.
The search for interventions to improve outcomes among patients with LHL has been
challenging.9 Though teach-back is a provider-level intervention with face validity for improving
communication in health care, the technique has been advanced for this purpose based on limited
data to support its effectiveness. In a direct observation study of 38 physicians and 74 diabetic
patients, patients for whom teach-back was used were more likely to have good glycemic control
than other patients.44 Teach-back has been used to assess comprehension of informed consent
and privacy information,56 and in a descriptive study, improved comprehension of a plain
language consent form.4 However, in a randomized study, adding a teach-back component did
not improve knowledge retention at 2 weeks compared with a multimedia diabetes education
program only.46

0.81
0.19
0.51
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We are not aware of other studies that have explored the use of teach-back in the ED.
Specifically, no prior randomized controlled studies have examined the efficacy of teach-back in
improving comprehension at discharge among patients with LHL. Therefore this study provides
essential data that teach-back may improve some aspects of comprehension in the ED setting
related to post-ED care, such as medications, self-care, and follow-up. Interestingly, these were
the same areas with the highest deficiencies identified in the study by Engel et al. Improvements
in these areas of comprehension may be important for downstream patient outcomes; adherence
to follow-up and medication instructions is critical for reducing patient morbidity and mortality,
return ED visits, and use of other health services.57–59 Further research is needed to examine
whether improvements in comprehension of post-ED care information leads to improvements in
these more distal outcomes.
Consistent with findings in the same Engel study, in which patients demonstrating deficient
comprehension perceived difficulty with comprehension only 20% of the time, relatively few
patients in our study perceived difficulty understanding the dis- charge instructions in both
groups, but only about half had complete concordance with the information in their medical
record.27 These findings suggest that patients may not know whether or not they understood
discharge information until they later need to act on the information. Patients may also be
reluctant to state that they did not understand information to a provider,43 causing discordance
between comprehension and self-reported perceived comprehension as assessed here. Such
discrepancies between comprehension and perceived comprehension suggest that patients might
not initiate questions and that provider interventions like teach-back may be critical to improving
provider–patient communication.
We were somewhat surprised to find no differences in our measures of patient satisfaction
between groups, if for no other reason than that being randomized to teach-back would likely
result in increased nurse time spent in the room at the time of discharge discussing the ED course
and answering remaining questions. This raises an important issue for the recommendation of
teach back, which relates to the time this may take relative to ‘standard instructions.’ We recently
evaluated the time required to perform various health literacy measures, presenting this
information relative to the diagnostic accuracy of the measures in the ED.28 Only one study has
evaluated the time burden of teach-back discharge methods, but none has done so in the ED
setting.44 This is obviously important, as additional minutes can translate to potential impacts on
bed turnover and throughput in busy settings, and may affect patient satisfaction. In addition to
efficacy research, therefore, investigation of implementation outcomes such as feasibility,
fidelity, and acceptability is needed.60 Other key questions for future research include whether
there are other interventions that should be tested and compared to teach-back, and whether
teach-back or other effective interventions, if found, are better advanced as a ‘universal
precaution’ or in a more a targeted intervention for patients with LHL.
Limitations
This study has a number of limitations that bear mention. This was a single-center study that
employed convenience sampling, as has been the case with nearly all ED-based health literacy
studies. Patients with LHL who were anticipated to be discharged to home were our target group
for enrollment. However, the timing of a discharge can be hard to predict. Discharges occurring
after the end of recruitment hours (usually at midnight) and discharges taking place concurrently
(when the RA was engaged with the discharge of another enrolled patient) were the main sources
of loss of capture of consenting patients. Since this loss was equally distributed between groups
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and was unrelated to patient ID number, which was the basis for the randomization scheme, this
should not have biased our results. In prior health literacy studies in our facility using
convenience sampling, we did not observe differences in basic demographic information (e.g.
age, race, and gender) for enrolled patients compared with those declining participation or to the
general ED population. We have a very small non-English speaking population (< 2%) and did
not attempt to include Spanish-speaking patients. Therefore, generalizability of findings to
patients speaking other languages would need to be evaluated.
Our randomization scheme and method did not conceal our intervention from patients or nurses,
introducing the possibility of co-intervention, ascertainment, or recall bias. While an alternative
(or sham) intervention arm would have reduced these biases, the lack of data on the efficacy of
teach-back suggested the importance of comparison with standard practice. We decided to
randomize at the patient level, which has the potential for cross-contamination between groups
in which experience with teach-back might impact the way that nurses provide discharge
instructions for control patients, but which if present would bias findings toward the null
hypothesis. Randomization at the nurse level would present significant challenges to
implementation in this practice setting, as there are many different nurses on different schedules
with sometimes dynamic shifting of locations of responsibility in the ED. Future studies are
needed to examine the efficacy and implementation of teach- back with randomization at the
level of the practice site. We based our study on the methodology of Engel et al.27 in which
patients’ comprehension was assessed at the end of their ED visit after receiving discharge
instructions. A delayed assessment of comprehension would allow the examination of retention
of discharge information.
Audio-recordings included the discharge instructions provided to teach-back patients but not for
patients receiving routine instructions. Our IRB felt we should not audio-record the control group
dis- charge instructions without enrolling all the nurses as study staff, requiring them all to
undergo Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative training and including them in our IRB
submission. This was not feasible to do. Audio-recorded responses to comprehension questions
were com- pared with the written medical record including the written discharge materials in
order to determine concordance. To the extent that reviewers could have been influenced by
hearing verbal dis- charge instructions provided to teach-back patients, this could conceivably
have biased reviews toward improved concordance for the teach-back group. However,
reviewers were instructed to compare responses to the written record, and since for both groups,
nurses usually read patients their discharge instructions from the written materials provided, we
did not feel this did presented a significant concern for bias. We are not aware of any harms or
unintended consequences of the teach-back technique that we could identify from the data
collected, but these issues could be examined further in implementation studies.

Conclusions
It is known that in the ED setting, physicians rarely confirm comprehension of instructions 26 and
that patients’ perceived comprehension may not accurately reflect their comprehension.27 In our
randomized, controlled study, teach-back resulted in no improvement in patient satisfaction or
perceived comprehension. However, teach-back appears to improve comprehension for post-ED
care (i.e. medications, self-care, and follow-up instructions) among patients with limited health
literacy in the ED setting. These findings provide support for the use of teach-back in a busy
clinical setting, adding to the limited evidence base on the efficacy of the teach-back approach.
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To test the recommendation of using teach-back as a universal precaution, further research is
needed comparing the effects of teach-back across health literacy strata. Research is also needed
to evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of teach-back for routine use in busy clinical settings
and the impacts this approach may have on distal outcome measures.
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